I. INTRODUCTION
The N-Learners Problem is a special (abstracted) case of data fusion: we are given multiple learners (of Valiant [19] kind) that infer concepts, and the problem is to design a consolidator or fuser that combines the outputs of the individual learners. In the paradigm of passive fusion the individual learners are not supervised by the fuser. In active fusion the individual learners are controlled by the fuser. In this paper, we discuss only passive fusion when the individual learners are as described under the framework of Valiant [19] . The learning problems (i.e., design of individual learners) under this framework have been extensively studied over the past five to six years.
A variant of the N-learners problem has been first discussed in 1151 in the context of sensor fusion in a hybrid system. Potential applications of the N-learners problem include sensor fusion [12, 81 , hybrid systems [9] , information pooling and group decision models [lo] , and majority systems [6, 181.
Consider a system of N learners L1, La, ..., L N , where each Li learns concepts (subsets) of a domain X in the sense of Valiant [19] , i.e., given a sufficiently large sample of examples of c E C C 2x, a hypothesis h close to c will be produced with a high probability. The closeness of the hypothesis (learned concept) h to c is specified by a precision parameter E , and the probability that this closeness is achieved is specified by a confidence parameter 5. Given two learners, the one with higher or equal confidence for the same value of precision is considered better (this notion is more precisely defined in Section IV). In this paper, we only consider the problem of designing a fuser (or consolidator) such that the composite system, of the fuser with the N learners, can be made better than best of the learners.
Here we present a summary of results, and a more detailed treatment can be found in our report [16] ; in particular details of the proofs for the theorems can be found in our report. We first illustrate some simple cases where the composite system can be easily seen to be better than each of the learners (Section 111), and then consider more general cases.
(a)Open Fusion:
In open fusion, the fuser is given the training examples and the hypotheses of the individual learners. We introduce a property called the isolation, and present sufficiency conditions that enWe consider two paradigms: sure the composite system to be better than the best of the learners. We show that the problem of designing the fuser can be solved by casting it as another learning problem that can be solved using known methods if the suitable isolation property is satisfied. We consider the two cases:
(i) all learners are trained with the same sample, and (ii) each learner is individually trained with a sepaWe derive sufficiency conditions for several f o r m u b tions of the learnability problem such that the composite system has higher confidence than the best of the learners. In both cases, the hypothesis class of the fuser must satisfy the isolation property of degree N , where N is the number of individual learners; additionally, the condition in the first case is that the Vapnik and Chervonenkis dimension [5] (VC dimension) of the fuser be smaller than or equal to that of every learner. And in the second case the fuser can have much larger VC dimension (the exact bound is specific to the formulation of the learning mechanism of Li's). In other formulations that do not use VC dimension (e.g., learnability under fixed distributions [4], learning under metric spaces [ll] ), we use the corresponding parameters to express sufficiency condi tions.
(b) Closed Fusion: In closed fusion, the fuser does not have access to either the examples or the hypotheses of the individual learners. We show that a linear threshold fuser can be designed such that the composite system is better than the best of the learners. This result shows that that even if all individual learners are completely consistent with the sample (i.e. all of them have zero empirical error), we can still make the performance of the composite system better than that of any individual learner.
The organization of this paper is as follows: A precise formulation of the present version of the Nlearners problem is presented in Section 11. Specialized examples where a suitable fusion rule makes the overall system better than the best of the learners are given in Section 111. A selection of existing learning formulations, and an approach to compare the learners are outlined in Section IV. The general problem is solved in Section V for the case of open fusion. Closed fusion using linear threshold functions (of the outputs of the learners) is addressed in Section VI.
N-LEARNERS PROBLEM rate random sample.
A concept is a subset of a domain set X; for a con- and negative if l,(z) == 0. We assume that an example is randomly produced according to a distribution PX on X , and the examples of a sample are produced independently. Each leamer for a concept class C C 2x has a hypothesis class H C 2x. We mainly consider the cases where Px is unknown; we consider one case where PX is known.
The concept class C is learnable by a hypothesis class H if for every P x , for any concept c E C, there exists 1 < co such that: given an 1-sample of c (i.e., and E and 6 , ( 0 < €,if < 1) an approximation h E H can be produced such that 
(2.2)
We say that C is polynomially learnable by H if the number of examples, often called the sample size, needed to ensure the ( E . 6)-condition is a polynomial in 1 /~, 1/S and some appropriate parameters of H such as VC dimension, cardinality, etc. [7, 28] . In some formulations, the sample size has to be polynomial in the complexity of the target complexity (e.g. [2, 141).
Also, in some cases only a single parameter is used to express the (E, 6)-condition; for example, h = f = is used in [14, 201. Now consider N Iearners such that each learner has the same concept class C C 2x and the same output space of {0,1}. The ith learner Li has a hypothesis space of Hi C_ 2x. Each learner has its own way of producing a hypothesis. In other words, the individual learners can differ in their hypothesis classes, and/or in the methods used to produce the hypotheses. The N-learners problem deals with designing a fuser or consolidator that learns a map from the outputs of the N learners to {0,1}. Let HF denote the hypothesis space of the fuser. One example for the hypothesis class of fuser is a set of Boolean combinations of at most N variables. We consider more general hypothesis classes by embedding the N-dimensional Boolean cube into RN, and letting HF to be a subset of zZN.
Our main objective is to make the composite system of the fuser and the learners better than the best of the individual learners. The notion of "better" is formalized in Section IV. The problem of designing the fuser critically depends on the information available to the fuser such as the type of learners, the examples given to the individual learners, etc. We are intersected in identifying the cases in which a fuser can be designed to outperform the individual learners.
TIT. SIMPLE FUSERS
To illustrate the basic ideas of passive fusion, we consider a very simple set of N learners; we show that in these cases a fuser can be very easily designed. Our examples consist of learners, called learners wzth one szded error, that are allowed to make mistakes on only positive examples or only on negative examples of a concept.
A. One-sided Learners
Consider a set of learners such that each Hj makes only one-sided errors as in Valiant [19] , i.e., corresponding to a target concept f , L, learns a hypothesis fi such that f C f i ; we denote this by f j f i . In other words, L, is not allowed to misclassify members of f, but can misclassify non-members o f f . Valiant [ZO] discusses learning algorithms for such learners for several cases of Boolean formulae (see also Natarajan [14] for some additional work). Now consider that each Li has been trained with a sample that ensures (E,&)-condition, and 2: E X is given to be classified. We define a fuser F in this case to yield a value of 1 if and only if all L,s yield Is, i.e., the hypothesis of the consolidator is h = (7 f 2 . Clearly, l.l(fAh) I 6 -m p i j 1 where pij = P(fiA(fi n fj)).
(iii) With the probability at least for any fo E {fi, f2,. . . , f~} :
for distinct i l , iz, . . . ij E {1,2,. . . , N} and 1 5 j 5 N.
For any f k , let Then we have
Now consider the implications of this theorem. First, we are able to ensure that the composite system has a higher confidence factor of 1 -6 N of bounding the precision by E; also, the ratio of the corresponding confidence factors increases with N since 
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p i , j U pi,; = P( f i A f j ) ; thus the reduction in E is proportional to the biggest amount of "dissimilarity" between two hypotheses of the individual learners. An expression for more precise reduction in E is given in (iii) and (iv).
We now consider the counterpart case where each learner Li satisfies the property: any x E X in f j must be in f , i.e. Li is allowed to misclassify elements of f, but is not allowed to misclassify non-members of f.
i.e., Li learns concept f i such that f; C_ f ; we denote this condition by f e f i . In this case, the hypothesis of the fuser is h = U f i . We have f Consider that N = 1, then with probability (1 -6) ' we have f A h _< E . To see this, note that with probability 1 -6 both fl and gl will guarantee a precision of 6 . Using the above algorithm, the region of error is (f1 -f ) U (f -gl) and the probability of error for any point in this region is +. Thus the total probability of error is +[,U( f1A f)+p(fAg,)] 5 E . In the general case the following are direct consequences of the discussion of last subsections. 
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In view of (i) this algorithm fares worse than the best of the individual learners for the particular case when N = 1. In a general case the condition (1 -SN)' 2 1 -6 is implied by 1 -bN 2 1 -f . This condition in turn is satisfied if N 2 1 + ~; thus, we can make the system have confidence higher than 1 -6 by suitably choosing the number of learners. In particular if 6 < 1/2, i.e. each learner performs better than a fair coin, it suffices to ensure N 2 2. Also note that this algorithm can exploit the diversity of members of both F and B as in (ii). More precise bounds on p ( f A h ) can also be worked out along the lines of last subsections.
In the part (iv) of this theorem, if EU = E L , then we The value of e can be reduced by employing a suitable number of learners. In a general case, such reduction may not be achievable.
IV COMPARISON OF LEARNERS
In judging the performance of various learners, it is often necessary to make comparisons between the learners. We characterize a learner by the parameter pair (E, 6); recall that the learner Li and the fuser F are characterized by the pairs (~i , Si) and (EF, 6~) respectively. In general, for many formulations of the learnability problem, there is a functional relation between E; and 6i of a learner as will be subsequently illustrated. We compute the adjusted 6 i , denoted by &, corresponding to the mean value of 5 = ~i ; the subsequent discussion is, however, valid for any other value for c. We define Gmin = min6i. Li is considered betterthan Lj if & 5 8j, i.e. 1-& 2 1-8j; this definition is extensively used subsequently in tliis paper. A list of examples for different existing formulations of the individual learners is presented in our report [16] . Note that if all learners are trained by the same set of examples (or the same number of examples), the learner with least number of hypotheses will yield highest, adjusted confidence. Stated in another way, the learner that can explain the sample using only a smaller set of hypotheses will a better predictor of the target concept. Here, the learning algorithm simply outputs any hypothesis that is consistent with the given sample. Thus we take a sufficient value of the required num- has the isolation property of degree n. This property, as simple as it is, is sufficient to guarantee that the passive fusion through learning yields a system that is at least as good as the best of the learners. Using I-dim(), we show the following theorem.
wj'ij 4 hi for wj E ( 0 , l ) and
Theorem 3. Let the domain be either finite, finitely enumerable, a vector space or a Boolean lattice. Consider that same set of examples are used in training the individual learners, and each learner is statistically independent. Let 8~ and b; denote the adjusted 6's of the fuser and the learner Li respectively. If H F satisfies isolation property of degree N , and has a VCdimension less than or equal to that of the smallest of learners, then composite system can be made such that 8, 5 min&.
Proof: We solve the passive fusion problem as another learning problem -we pick the hypothesis h E H F that has the least amount of empirical error. Thus by the isolation property of degree N , we are guaranteed to pick a hypothesis whose error is less than or equal to the least among the fis. Note that by the isolation property, the fuser can "mimic" any of the individual learners. For all the four cases of X -namely, vector space, Boolean lattice, finitely enumerable and finite -the required number of examples to ensure ( E , 6)-condition is monotonically related to the VC-dimension [5] . Thus for the same number of examples, the consolidator will have least adjusted S because its VC-dimension is at most as large as the least of the learners. We now consider the case when each of the learners is trained by an independently generated m-sample. a Theorem 4. Consider that each learners is trained by an independently generated m-sample. Let F = N ,E E i , and & be the adjusted 6 of Li. Then a sufa=1 ficiency condition for making confidence of the composite system higher than or equal to that of the best of the (statistically independent) learners is given by: Learning under noise 131
(ii) If X is a vector space, Boolean lattice, or finitely enumerable, then 
VI. LINEAR THRESHOLD FUNCTIONS
The method of the last section requires the knowledge of the examples and the hypotheses of the individual learners. We now consider the case where such knowledge is not readily available. This section also covers the case where the empirical error achieved by the fuser is greater than or equal to that of some of the individual learners. This situation can happen when H F does not have the isolation property of degree N and also when the other parts of the sufficiency conditions of the last section are not satisfied.
We consider all learners with minimum &, denoted by 6. Further we assume that 6 < 1/2. Thus, each of these learners is guaranteed to ensure that the precision is greater than c with a probability of at most 6. Further assume that we have N such learners in a given set of M 2 N learners.
We now discuss a specific class of fusion rules obtained by taking the linear combinations of the outputs of the learners and comparing with a threshold, i.e. functions of the form The basic inhition for expecting that such fusers are possible is provided by the Jury Theorem formulated by Condorcet in 1785 (see [lo] ). We first show that a majority system ensures the condition 6~ 5 min& if the number of learners is larger than 2 ( --6 and 0 < 6 < 1 /a, such that k 5 min (1 + a, in Theorem 5; this condition does not guarantee that majority system can be used as a fuser for smaller values of N . Then, we show that the composite system can be guaranteed to be better than the best of the learners by suitably choosing r of the threshold function as specified in Theorem 6. Note that r = 1/2 corresponds to the majority rule; it is possible to reduce the confidence even under a non-majority rule by choosing a suitable value for r as shown in the following theorem. for any r = 6 + % and k > 1, 6~ is smaller than that of the lowest adjusted 6 of the individual learners.
As an example of the conditions of this theorem, for k = 2, we obtain N 2 4 and r = 6 + 0.25.
Consider that all learners are consistent, i.e. they correctly classify each example. In this case, the method of last section stands the chance of picking one of the learners which may or may not be the best (i.e. has lowest adjusted 6); whereas, using Theorem 6 we are guaranteed to have the performance of the best of the learner in the worst case.
One of the natural questions to ask is: can we minimize the expected error of misclassification of the fuser then we can compute wi's and r of the required fuser by using the result of Chow [7] ; this method cannot be directly applied in distribution-free formulations, or in the fixed distribution formulation of [4] . It would be interesting to see if some estimated values can be used N i=l to compute wi's and r in order to guarantee close to optimal performance.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have addressed the N-learners problem where each learner is capable of learning subsets of a domain set X in the sense of Valiant [19] . The N learners problem requires a combination of the outputs of the
